Have a Hand In Recovery

Creating Success
You are supporting a place that provides the tools necessary to help someone transition to a better life.

Providing Support
You are helping to ensure there is a quality, well-trained staff who provide needed support for those seeking recovery.

Valuing Wellness
You are part of a team, working together, supporting each person as they take the challenging steps to a life of wellness.

Empowering Hope
You are encouraging a sense of belief that there is hope, that recovery from mental illness and addiction is possible.

Have a Hand In Saving Lives

Responding to Need
You are recognizing the need of those who are reaching out for help and you are answering their plea with kindness and caring.

Creating Worthiness
You are sending a message that lets people know they are worthy in a world where the stigma attached to mental illness is widespread.

Accepting Enough
You are affirming the worth of each person as being “enough”, despite the imperfections and challenges they face.

Guiding the Lost
You are a beacon of light to those seeking a safe place to be healed and grow in wellness and joy.

Thank You for being a Part of Team TH!

www.thouse.org
405-360-7926